The spatial scale of population fluctuations and quasi-extinction risk.
Using a spatially homogeneous population model with migration (random individual dispersal) and spatially autocorrelated environmental noise, we show how migration and local density regulation affect the spatial scale of fluctuations in the log of population sizes as well as the 1-yr differences in these. The difference between the squares of these two spatial scales of population fluctuations does not depend on the spatial scale of the noise but only on migration rate and strength of local density regulation. We also show how migration, local density regulation, and spatially correlated environmental noise affect the realized population process at a specific location. As the migration increases, the realized local density regulation and the expected population size increase, while the realized environmental noise decreases. This approach also enables us to analyze the dynamics of the total population size within quadrats of different sizes. The risk of local quasi extinction is strongly reduced by increasing quadrat size or migration rate, while an increase in environmental stochasticity or spatial correlation in the environmental noise increases the risk of quasi extinction.